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Constructivists argue that the need states have to maintain a positive self-image is central
to global political processes. This conflicts with public opinion and experimental research
arguing that the public is mainly concerned with security and power. In experiments
involving the U.S. population, we find evidence that the need to maintain collective
self-esteem drives public preferences over foreign policy in fundamental ways. When
Americans consider aggressive action, foreign casualties sometimes matter more than
American casualties, symbolic harm is more important than potential physical harm, an
alliance with a dictator makes individuals more likely to want to overthrow him, and the
desire to avoid violating the principle of non-interference is more important than the need
to check a rising power. Taken together, the results indicate that moral behavior in the
international arena may be rooted in the desire of members of the public to maintain the
collective self-esteem of their country.

In 2011, in response to a violent crackdown on protests by his government, the US launched a war
on Libya that succeeded in overthrowing the regime of Muammar al-Gaddafi. Almost immediately
afterwards, the country was engulfed in anarchy and civil war. Less than a decade earlier, Gaddafi
had given up his weapons of mass destruction program in exchange for better relations with the
United States. As part of the deal, Libya became one of the most cooperative partners in the region
in the fight against terrorism. President Bush, in his 2004 State of the Union Address, bragged that
“Colonel Gaddafi correctly judged that his country would be better off, and far more secure, without
weapons of mass murder.” In retrospect, it is clear that he had miscalculated. Yet, as observers
noted at the time, what kind of message did overthrowing him send to American adversaries who
might similarly contemplate giving up their weapons of mass destruction and aligning with the West
(Lieber and Press 2013: 8-9)?
In an op-ed published in major papers in their respective countries, the leaders of the United
States, France, and Great Britain defended their decision to go to war in terms that focused almost
exclusively on the moral obligation in question (Cameron, Obama, and Sarkozy 2011). The three
leaders largely neglected any discussion of the consequences of the ongoing intervention for their own
countries, instead stressing the claim that they had already prevented a “bloodbath” in Libya and
the nature of the “unconscionable betrayal” of the Libyan people that would occur if Gaddafi were
left in power. In making the case for war, these leaders were clearly convinced that their populations
would be most likely to respond to an argument stressing the good that their nations could do for a
foreign people.
The leaders of these three powers had an implicit theory about the nature of public opinion in
their countries, one that is in tension with the claim that the public is “folk realist” in its orientation
(Herrmann, Tetlock, and Diascro 2001; Drezner 2008). In contrast, constructivists have answered
questions about the nature of national interest by pointing to the universal need that states have
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to maintain collective self-esteem (Wendt 1999; Hopf 1998). If their op-ed is any indication, the
leaders of three of the most powerful democracies in the world had come down on the side of the
constructivists. But were they right to do so? This article is among the first works to use survey
methods to test theories about the malleability of state interests derived from that literature. We
argue that these leaders are correct in their assumptions, and that, in the normal course of politics,
foreign policy decision making among the American public today is driven mainly by a need for
collective self-esteem, which, in addition to concerns about norms and legality, is made up of four
principal moral components. In order to maintain a positive self-image for their country, Americans
desire that their state refrain from engaging in unnecessary harm to others and help foreigner peoples
when it can, that its symbols not be denigrated, that it avoid hypocrisy in its international dealings,
and that it respect the principle of non-interference.
We find evidence that these four components of collective self-esteem help drive foreign policy
decision-making among a representative sample of Americans in two rounds of experiments. We
examine cases where the demands of a desired self-image conflict or are in tension with power and
material interest calculations and find that in each experiment, the former is always compelling
while the latter only is in a restricted set of circumstances. Surprisingly, when Americans consider
a prospective intervention for security purposes abroad, the number of expected foreign casualties,
more so than the number of American military casualties, universally drives popular approval. While
interest calculations would suggest overlooking norm-transgressions by allies, the opposite is the case:
Americans favor intervention in larger numbers against a country that is violating the rights of its
own citizens when that country is a US ally. In considering the use of force abroad, the danger of
being accused of interfering in the affairs of others outweighs the threat of a rising power, and the
desecration of national symbols can be more important than the deterrent effect of nuclear capabilities. Mediation and sub-group analyses confirm that moral, rather than strategic, considerations
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largely drive these results.
These findings contrast with those from previous surveys and experiments that argue that mass
opinion is concerned first and foremost with the economic and security interests of the United States,
while being distrustful of foreign countries and worried about relative gains (Kertzer 2016; Drezner
2008). We argue that folk realism is correct insofar as it argues that individuals are concerned with
national survival, and Americans engage in cost-benefit calculations when they are primed to do
so. At the same time, it is unlikely that many Americans engage in medium- to long-term planning
with the goal of maintaining relative power, or that they are indifferent to concerns about morality.
Taken together, the findings suggest that ideas matter in international relations either because public
opinion influences how leaders behave, or, because with regards to moral reasoning leaders themselves
are not too dissimilar from those that they represent.

Collective Self-Esteem and the “Folk Realist” Public
Through the examination of some of the most historically important shifts in the international
system–and by delving into the historical literature and convincingly excluding alternative theories
– researchers have established the central role that moral concepts have played in driving important
historical developments (e.g., Finnemore 1996; Zacher 2001; Jackson 1993). This line of research
has greatly expanded our understanding of international relations, building on, but sometimes contradicting, theories that took the nature of state interests for granted and argued for the causal
importance of the structure of the international system and the distribution of power above all else
(Mearsheimer 2001). Rathbun (2007:381) refers to the identification that people have with their nation as “community,” arguing that “individuals project their values from home abroad,” and social
psychologists often define patriotism as the emotional and attitudinal attachment individuals invest
in their co-nationals and state (Bar-Tal 1993).
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Whatever term we use, in-group identification is central to the development of preferences regarding the behavior of states in international politics, and leads to the desire for collective self-esteem, or
a “group’s need to feel good about itself, for respect or status.” Wendt (1999: 233–39) contrasts this
need with the objective needs of survival, autonomy, and economic well-being. While the specifics
of what leads to collective self-esteem can differ greatly based on historical and cultural context, the
existence of that need is a “universal national interest.” Recent data from the World Values Survey
confirms this view, showing that in every one of 52 countries surveyed, overwhelming majorities of
60-70% or higher expressed pride in their nationality (Beauchamp 2014).
Individuals feel pride or shame towards their group–and by extension, themselves–depending
on whether its actions conform to acceptable standards of behavior (Steele 2008:37–55). In other
words, an identity contains information in the form of moral ideas and norms regarding what actions
are consistent with it. These actions are called “appropriate” and thus identity circumscribes a
domain of acceptable action. Actors are expected to choose from within this domain (Checkel
2005: 804-05; Shannon 2000). To bolster this point, researchers have studied costly humanitarian
actions undertaken by major states that do not appear to have plausible security rationales. These
include humanitarian intervention (Finnemore 1996), decolonization after the Second World War
(Jackson 1993), the development of the norm against the seizure of territory (Zacher 2001), the
British campaign against the Atlantic and North African slave trades (Kaufmann and Pape 1999;
Löwenheim 2003), the prohibitions against piracy and drug trafficking (Nadelmann 1990), and the
non-use of nuclear weapons (Tannenwald 2007; Paul 2009). In these studies, authors bring attention
to the recent development of a norm, discover the individuals and countries most responsible for
creating and disseminating it, and cast doubt on possible motivations based on economic or security
concerns, thereby pointing to ideational factors as the main causal agents behind the practice or
process under investigation.
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This literature tends to focus most of its attention on the behavior of leaders and other important
actors such as international organizations and elites (Herrmann and Shannon 2001). Yet research
on public opinion and foreign policy has grown independently of this work, and when it has called
on international relations theory it has generally accepted realist assumptions about how individuals
think (Herrmann, Tetlock, and Diascro 2001). While the historical record suggests that collective selfesteem is important for modern states, the body of work on the topic exists uncomfortably alongside
a literature that argues that the American public reasons about foreign policy mainly through the
lens of a concern about national security, economic well-being, maintaining superpower status, and
relative gains, a theory that has been called “folk realism” (Drezner 2008; Kertzer and McGraw 2012).
It is important to note that folk realism goes beyond the idea that Americans seek the security of
their country and want to avoid drastic declines in the standard of living.1 According to Kertzer and
McGraw (2012:246), while there are many schools of realism, one of the things that they all have
in common is the stressing of “the importance of prudent self-interest over moral high-mindedness.”
Folk realism also requires some forward planning on the part of the public, as partisans of this view
have argued that Americans favor action that stops other states from becoming too powerful at some
point in the future (Herrmann, Tetlock, and Visser 1999; Rousseau 2002). Combining these elements,
we argue that folk realism, at the very least, means a concern with maintaining relative power in all
its forms, responding to power-political logics in setting foreign policy and developing relationships
with other states based on political expediency. Therefore, to be consistent with folk realism, the
general public, in forms that are relatively simple compared to theoretical models, should under
normal conditions use heuristics to further these goals in the medium- to long-term when thinking
about foreign policy (Drezner 2008; Herrmann, Tetlock, and Diascro 2001). An implication is that
individuals should put relatively less emphasis on symbolic and moral concerns, thereby placing
1

We do not reject this more limited form of realism. As noted, however, folk realists tend to make broader claims.
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folk realism in tension with theories based on the maintenance of group self-esteem through moral
behavior.
Understanding public opinion regarding the use of force is important, as it has a direct effect on
American policy. A meta-analysis by Burstein (2003) suggests that the evidence that public opinion
influences foreign policy is at least as strong as the evidence that it affects domestic policy. In a
recent work, Tomz, Weeks and Yarhi-Milo (2017) present experimental evidence that public opinion
responds to foreign policy events and that elites in turn respond to public opinion. Realists (Kennan
1994) and constructivists (Risse-Kappen 1991) alike tend to agree that what the mass public thinks
matters for foreign policy, even if they disagree on the extent to which it should. Yet if we accept that
the public is folk realist, and that developed democracies undertake humanitarian missions that bring
no material or security gains and carry high costs (Kaufmann and Pape 1999; Löwenheim 2003), a
puzzle emerges. Foreign policy in democracies, reflecting public opinion, should place little weight on
moral considerations, a view that contradicts empirically observed phenomena such as humanitarian
intervention (Finnemore 1996), the robust influence of international law on state behavior (Hathaway
and Shapiro 2017), and the great care taken to avoid civilian casualties during military campaigns
(Kahl 2007). Given that it would be difficult to argue that all these phenomena serve material
purposes, it makes sense to investigate folk realist theories more closely, and consider the view that
foreign policy preferences are mainly motivated by a desire for collective self-esteem.
Is there a way to reconcile these findings? How do people develop their foreign policy preferences
when the need to maintain collective self-esteem is in conflict with the acquisition of security and
power? Below, we argue that, in the normal course of politics, the need to maintain collective selfesteem has more influence on preferences over the use of force, and present experiments designed to
test this theory.
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Why Collective Self-Esteem Should Be a Better Predictor of Foreign Policy Preferences
There are two main reasons to suspect that Americans are motivated mostly by a need to maintain
a positive self-image for their country rather than security and power interests when thinking about
most kinds of potential conflict. First, research from domestic politics shows that unless the costs and
benefits are made absolutely clear and primed, objective self-interest does a poor job of explaining
policy preferences (Kinder and Sears 1981; Caplan 2011:chs. 3-4). Scholars have had much more
success finding a connection between political views and individual-level dispositions such as prejudice
and willingness to endorse abstract moral principles (e.g., Kinder and Sears 1981; Graham, Haidt,
and Nosek 2009). Theories as to why generally focus on the concept of the “cognitive miser,” which
says that individuals prefer to answer simple questions over complex ones (Orbell and Dawes 1991;
Kahneman 2011), and the fact that in political decision making the individual does not have an
incentive to arrive at a self-interested answer since the probability of one individual’s vote changing
policy is practically zero (Caplan 2011). Participation in the political process has therefore come to
be seen as something that is done not out of material interest, but as an expressive behavior that
brings mainly psychological rewards to the individual (Hillman 2010; Tyran 2004).
We should expect this to be even truer in international politics, where costs and benefits are less
easily discerned and distributed among all members of the population, and where sacred values are
often at stake and people are therefore least open to reasoning about costs and benefits (Hassner
2009; Goddard 2006). Indeed, investigations into public opinion with regards to issues that involve
interaction with the rest of the world, such as international trade (Sabet 2016) and immigration
(Lucassen and Lubers 2012; Mayda and Rodrik 2005), confirm what we know from domestic politics
and shows that objective interest has at most a second-order effect on attitudes. In the realm of
security policy, we may expect something similar, and research appears to support this idea, with
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individuals believing, for example, that it is less moral to go to war against a democracy (Tomz and
Weeks 2013). Attacking a state that is perceived as moral makes it more difficult for individuals to
believe that their state is acting benevolently. This interpretation is bolstered by Kreps and Maxey
(2017), who show that moral reasons drive the high public support for humanitarian interventions. It
is also consistent with findings showing that support for the use of force among members of the public
has a basis in individuals’ more abstract views about moral behavior (Grieco et al. 2011; Liberman
2006; Kertzer et al. 2014) and how consistent a use of force is with international law (Wallace 2013;
Tomz 2008).
Second, and more directly, research reveals that, as many realists have themselves argued (Mearsheimer
2001: ch. 1), the American public is indeed hostile to realist principles. Among a sample of non-elite
Americans, only small minorities would endorse bedrocks of realism such as the ideas that the use
of force is one tool in politics among many, that other states cannot be trusted, or even that increasing military might should come at the expense of opening up trade with other nations (Kertzer
and McGraw 2012: 248). This is consistent with the emerging anthropological view that in most
societies and under most circumstances, when people engage in violence it is because of a moral
belief that they are doing so in order to uphold a principle and achieve some greater good (Fiske
and Rai 2014). Mirroring what we find in the study of preferences regarding domestic policy, recent
research shows that individual-level variation in personality and core moral values influence foreign
policy orientation (Rathbun et al. 2016; Kertzer et al. 2014), while attempts to ground views of
international politics in objective interest have been less successful (Sabet 2016; Lucassen and Lubers
2012; Rathbun 2016).
In what sense can we say foreign policy is self-interested and strategic? We argue that Americans
are likely to think in terms of cost-benefit analysis under two scenarios. First, they are likely to do
so when presented with direct threats to themselves. The salience of external threat has been shown
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to make people more politically conservative overall, with the greatest effect being on issues related
to foreign policy (Baum 2002; Chapman and Reiter 2004; Nail and McGregor 2009). Realism has
always been associated with the political right, and at the level of moral psychology one of the most
consistent cross-cultural characteristics of conservatism is a heightened concern with the well-being
of the ingroup (Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009). Being primed with fear makes individuals more
sensitive towards being treated negatively by others, which may be the mechanism through which
individuals change their political views under such conditions (Liu, Chai, and Yu 2016). Thus,
while this paper focuses mostly on interventions similar to those faced by the United States in
recent decades, we also investigate a scenario in which Americans are directly primed to think about
physical harm. Here, when a physical threat to civilians is salient, we expect individuals to develop
preferences through a process that takes into account cost-benefit calculations for their ingroup (Nail
et al. 2009).
Second, people should respond to tangible material and security concerns when the the threat
is clear and direct and not based on what might happen due to, for example, changes in power
dynamics. This is the kind of process we see in the ”rally ’round the flag” effect (Baum 2002), where
Americans mobilize in support of aggressive action in response to an attack, and consistent with
what has been found in experiments in which Americans are threatened with physical harm a major
decline in living standards due to aggression on the part of others (e.g., Herrmann, Tetlock, and
Diascro 2001). However, because most Americans reject balance of power thinking and believe that
uses of force must be morally justified (Kertzer and McGraw 2012), we do not expect much of an
influence if the nature of the ”threat” is a theoretical challenge that a rival might pose due to an
increase in its power.
In summary, morality is fundamental to how people reason about politics in general, including
the use of force abroad, because it is a a key component of collective self-esteem. While the need
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for positive self-image through moral behavior is universally present, people are self-interested and
sensitive to cost-benefit analysis only under certain conditions. Folk realist predictions are likely to
fail to the extent to which they posit that individuals ignore morality or think multiple steps ahead
about how to maintain security and relative power. The next section explains how we operationalize
and test these concepts.

Hypotheses to be Tested
In this article, we derive two main hypotheses, H1 and H2, along with five sub-hypotheses from
the constructivist literature and four related to folk realism. Before describing each experiment, we
present collective self-esteem and folk realist alternatives in general terms. We focus on collective
self-esteem that derives from moral behavior, which we differentiate from issues of norms and legality
by arguing that the latter group of concerns are directly contingent on the behavior of other states,
being constructed within the international system (Wendt 1999:8–11). If the international community
stopped caring about the approval of the UN Security Council, its effects on public opinion would
likely dissipate. Conversely, the American desire not to massacre civilians abroad would not change
immediately and directly if international politics abroad became more brutish. American culture
may be affected by developments abroad, but there is a time lag and the results do not have to
necessarily go in easily predicted directions. Indeed, less respect for human rights abroad may drive
Americans to become more firm in support of humanitarian principles, as communities often hold
more steadfastly to their beliefs in order to differentiate themselves from a disfavored other (Harris
2011:12540; Turchin 2007). Thus, we can distinguish morality that is core to self-identity, on the
one hand, and norms and legality in international politics (Tomz 2008; Chilton and Tingley 2013;
Wallace 2013), on the other, with collective self-esteem requiring individuals to adhere to both kinds
of behavior.
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Based on the discussion in the previous section, we expect to find that,
Hypothesis 1, Collective Self-Esteem: Under all circumstances the need to maintain
collective self-esteem is a substantial determinant of popular approval for the use of
military force abroad.

There are four components of collective self-esteem that are likely to be important in the United
States. First, people need to see themselves as behaving in ways consistent with humanitarian
ideals, which means the avoidance of causing unnecessary harm to others, and also taking action to
prevent harm when one can do so at a reasonable price. Singer (2011) has noted what he calls the
expanding circle of empathy, in which, over time, humanity expands its concern from the self and the
immediate family only, to the ingroup, to all of humanity, and eventually, to encompass spheres such
as all “rational” (Kant 1956) or sentient life (see also Pinker 2011:174-80). Particularly following
the rise of the Enlightenment and humanist values in the eighteenth century, in the contemporary
United States and elsewhere, collective self-esteem requires valuing human life across the globe. In
the realm of ideas about international politics, this takes shape in the “responsibility to protect”
doctrine, which forms the moral and philosophical basis for humanitarian interventions (Bellamy
2006), and the relatively broad support in the US for these kinds of wars (Jentleson and Britton
2008, Kreps and Maxey 2017).
There is widespread agreement across the American political spectrum about the value of avoiding
harm to others, and, in addition to support for humanitarian intervention this manifests itself in the
civilian immunity norm - the idea that active steps should be taken to protect non-combatants
(Graham, Haidt, and Nosek 2009; Kahl 2007). Thus, the first sub-hypothesis derived from the
constructivist literature relates to the principle that one’s state should not cause or fail to prevent
unnecessary harm to others, or the benevolence requirement. We examine this through an experiment
including a use of force that results in foreign casualties because to see one’s state as benevolent, it
must refrain from causing excessive death and destruction abroad.
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Hypothesis 1a (Foreign Casualties): Higher expected casualties on the other side in
a military operation decreases support for the use of force.
A second component of collective self-esteem is the desire not to be denigrated, or to see symbols mocked, defaced, or disrespected. Scholars have found conflicts involving sacred symbols to
be some of the more intractable in the world (Ginges and Atran 2008; Sheikh, Gmez, and Atran
2016). For religious believers, sacred symbols take the form of shrines, temples, holy texts, and
sacred tombs. Even among those living without religious dogma, nationalism involves giving special
symbolic meaning to certain land and objects such as flags or historical battlefields (Smith 2010).
When groups fight over sacred land or other tangible objects or places with symbolic significance,
actors gain legitimacy by taking uncompromising positions, which in turn makes it difficult to arrive
at bargains that can satisfy both sides (Goddard 2006; Hassner 2009; Toft 2006). A national symbol
such as a flag has no inherent meaning other than what members of a community ascribe to it, yet
its symbolic destruction, even undertaken thousands of miles away, should be expected to cause an
emotional response that will affect decision making with regards to whether individuals want to go
to war. Although there is no material interest affected, we predict that,
Hypothesis 1b (Symbolic Harm): Attacks on symbols of national identity increase
support for the use of force.
A third component of maintaining collective self-esteem is avoiding hypocrisy, or not acting in
ways inconsistent with professed ideals (Price 2008, 204-5). While individuals can and do engage
in self-deception, when contradictions between stated principles and actions are made clear or highlighted by others either domestically or abroad, individuals adjust their behavior in order to correct
the discomfort that they feel. Moral psychologists have found that in situations where people are
tempted to employ double standards in how they judge their behavior in relation to that of others,
increasing the salience of their hypocrisy tends to reduce or even eliminate it (McKimmie 2003;
Heine, Proulx, and Vohs 2006). In parallel to the moral psychology literature, international relations
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scholars have, in discussing how interests change over time, stressed the importance of discourse
(Hopf 2002:153-94; Hansen 2013). Once states–or the individuals who lead them–accept a certain
principle, they become prone to accepting a logical extension of it (Florini 1996; Legro 1997). In
this sense, discourse changes behavior through psychological mechanisms that drive states to avoid
hypocrisy and other forms of behavior that would hinder their ability to maintain self-esteem (Elster
1998).
Today, Western countries are often accused of hypocrisy when they provide support for regimes
that commit atrocities and otherwise restrict the rights of their people (e.g., Mertus 2008). An
alliance with such a regime may make Americans fear that their country is behaving hypocritically,
which should, if theories of collective self-esteem predict public opinion, cause a sense of discomfort.
If the question is raised whether to overthrow such a dictator, an alliance with that leader may have
an effect that is counter-intuitive.
Hypothesis 1c (Hypocrisy): When a country violates international humanitarian
norms, an alliance relationship with that country increases support for the use of force
against it.

Finally, scholars have described the influence of the moral claim that independent agents should
in general not intrude into the affairs of others, or the principle of non-interference. This principle
is rooted in discourse about individual liberty, underlies discussions of human and individual rights,
and has been naturally analogized to apply to relations between states (Wendt 1999: 2–3). Anticolonialism in the second half of the twentieth century was based on the idea of the right of nations to
independence, a view that was an in tension with human rights but that proved effective in shaping
public opinion in Europe and the US (Moyn 2010: ch. 3). The same principle is operative in the
claim that “like should rule like,” which is fundamental to nationalism and animated many of the
conflicts of recent centuries (Wimmer 2012). The principle of non-interference is taken for granted
when we, for example, accept the right of states to tax and regulate the lives of “their” citizens and
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not others, or believe that it is completely unremarkable for the navy of a country to be able to sail
only in certain waters (Wendt 1992:412-18). Countries that have opposed or tried to place limits
on the principle of humanitarian intervention have done so on the grounds that such wars violate
sovereignty (Bellamy 2006), an indication that even those that do engage in these kinds of wars give
credence to the countervailing principle.
The idea of non-interference is inherently intertwined with principles of fairness and the desire to
avoid hypocrisy. It is reciprocal; if citizens do not like the idea of foreigners intervening in the affairs
of their own state, they should be sensitive to criticisms that they are doing the same. However,
non-interference can be differentiated from the category of international norms because sovereignty
is valued in and of itself, in a way that is analogous to principles of individual autonomy (Christman
2009:11–15).
Hypothesis 1d (Non-interference): Framing a proposed intervention as violating the
principle of non-interference decreases support for aggressive action.

These four components of collective self-esteem exist alongside aspects of identity related to
norms of legitimate behavior. For example, the desire to follow international law and comply with
international norms exists out of a desire to behave in ways that follow a logic of appropriateness consistent with a given identity, as individuals tend to place normative weight on maintaining the status
quo in both international affairs and interpersonal relations, even when it has been set arbitrarily
(Eidelman and Crandall 2012). Thus, a comprehensive list of components of collective self-esteem
would be as long as a list of all international norms. We argue, however, that benevolence, symbolic
harm, hypocrisy, and non-interference are the four main aspects of collective self-esteem that have
their own moral weight in that they have direct analogues in the realm of widely held views about
individual morality. Nonetheless, as experiments have shown, legitimacy and legality are themselves
important drivers of foreign policy preferences (Chilton and Tingley 2013), a point we seek to address
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and verify in two experiments below.
One unlikely source of collective self-esteem in the United States is status based on power.
Throughout history, collective self-esteem has often meant behaving in ways consistent with great
power status (Barnhart 2016), which can translate into, for example, acquiring nuclear weapons
(O’Neill 2001) or maintaining colonies (Cohen 2014:36-50; Bell 1996). In these instances, a positive
self-image is derived from showing strength or demonstrating a certain level of technological or organizational prowess (Dafoe and Caughey 2016; Mercer 1996). Exactly which behaviors bring esteem
to a state in its own eyes changes over time, with concerns of strength and competence being less
likely to be present in the minds of a country that is unparalleled in these areas, as the United States
is (Walt 2009). Western democracies do not seek pride through the exercise of power as they used
to do, as seen in the fact that, while holding colonies or seizing foreign territory may have been a
source of pride for the most developed countries in the world a century ago, today it would be a mark
of shame (Barnhart 2016; Jackson 1993). Those who are accused of exercising power unjustly, such
as the United States or Israel, are often criticized or sanctioned for it by their peer nations. Thus,
while we may expect people to seek collective self-esteem through moral behavior and the protection
of symbols, we expect that,
Hypothesis 1e (Status Threat): Framing a use of force as enhancing power-based
status will not increase support for the use of force.

While collective self-esteem through moral behavior should always have an influence, we argue
that the effect of strategic thinking and cost-benefit calculations will only exist under limited conditions. The cognitive miser ensures that people will not think too many steps ahead, or make
connections that might seem to follow naturally to those who engage in balance-of-power thinking.
In contrast, folk realism predicts that,
Hypothesis 2 (Folk Realism): Security and power interests outweigh other factors as
determinants of popular approval of the use of military force abroad.
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This view is tested through experiments below that vary the number of American military casualties and the ability of a potential adversary to commit harm. Over the last several decades a
larger number of casualties seems to be correlated with a decrease in support for specific conflicts
among the American public (Gelpi, Feaver, and Reifler 2005, 2009; Eichenberg 2005). However, this
connection appears to depend on the conflict in question, and it is difficult to say whether this is a
directly causal relationship, or merely that higher casualties are correlated with a decrease in belief in
the morality of the cause, the prospects of success, or the support of political elites (Berinsky 2007).
Although experimental analyses of the relationship between casualties and support have found mixed
results (Kertzer 2016, Chapters 3, 4), from the perspective of folk realism, we can make the following
clear prediction.
Hypothesis 2a (American Casualties): Higher expected American casualties in a
military operation decreases support for the use of force.
Similarly, realists view the military capabilities of an opponent as increasing the costs of war
and therefore decreasing the willingness of actors to initiate conflicts. If another state is strong,
power considerations should make individuals more likely to want to engage in buck passing or avoid
conflict altogether, while fighting a weaker state should be an easier way of increasing a state’s power
relative to others (Mearsheimer 2001: ch. 1). We examine the effect of possessing nuclear capabilities
in particular because there is a wide literature that views nuclear weapons as largely defensive and
uniquely decreasing the willingness of other states to engage in conflicts with states that posses them
(e.g. Schelling 1980; Waltz 1990).
Hypothesis 2b (Nuclear Weapons): There will be less support for an attack on a
country that possesses nuclear weapons.
Realists also stress the importance of expediency over moral and legalistic considerations (Mearsheimer
2014; Kennan 1951), and this is often taken to mean being a reliable partner with countries even
when they violate US domestic norms. Stick with an ally in such cases is thought to be necessary
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to further the material interests of the country. Thus, although Americans may be discomforted by
the necessary trade-off, folk realism expects that,
Hypothesis 2c (Reliability): An alliance relationship with a country decreases support
for the use of force against that state whether or not it violates international humanitarian
norms.

Finally, perhaps the most basic idea in folk realism is that one’s state is expected to seek relative
power (Mearsheimer 2001; Drezner 2008). Perceiving a potential rival as a rising power threatening
American interests should make individuals more aggressive towards that country. Although this
may conflict with respect for non-interference, which mandates staying out of the affairs of other
nations, folk realist theories predict that,
Hypothesis 2d (Relative Power): Framing a country as a threat to American power
and influence increases support for aggressive action against it.

In the experiment below, respondents are primed with a military threat by being informed that
aggressive action on the part of China puts it into a better position to launch a preemptive attack.
Under other conditions, the threat is based on losses that are potential, reputational, or status-based
in nature. We expect only the direct military threat condition to substantially influence support for
the use of force.

Experimental Design
This section explains the four experiments designed to test the theories presented above. We
conducted our experiments in two rounds, partly to address the concern that some experimental
findings that make their way into journals are often the result of chance, as replicating a finding more
than once can increase confidence in it exponentially rather than linearly (Open Science Collaboration
2015). The experiments were fielded by Survey Sampling International on a representative sample of
the US population in July 2016 (N = 2,715) and June 2018 (N = 1,607). Each presented a scenario
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in which the US government is considering the use of force or aggressive action abroad and asked
respondents whether they would approve of such a decision, using a four- or five-point scale in the
first round and a seven-point scale in the second. We tested collective self-esteem and folk realist
hypotheses directly through treatments derived from these two literatures, and employ mediation
analyses to provide further evidence of the causal mechanisms driving the primary results. Since folk
realism is partly characterized by its lack of concern for morality in the international arena, each
finding supporting the idea that collective self-esteem based on a moral principle matters counts
against this view of public opinion. The exact prompts and question wording for each experiment
can be found in the online appendix. Table 1 lays out the four experiments, the policy space being
explored in each, and the corresponding hypotheses being tested.
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Table 1. The Four Experiments.
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Hypocrisy (H1c): When a country violates international
humanitarian norms, an alliance relationship with that
country increases support for the use of force against it.

Non-interference (H1d): Framing a proposed
intervention as violating the principle of non-interference
decreases support for aggressive action; Status Threat (H1e):
Framing a use of force as enhancing power-based
status does not increase support for the use of force.

Non-Interference

Experiment 4

Symbolic Harm (H1b): Attacks on symbols of national
identity increase support for the use of force.

Alliances

Symbolic/Physical
Harm

Foreign Casualties (H1a): Higher expected casualties on
the other side in a military operation decreases support
for the use of force.

Casualties

Experiment 3

Experiment 2

Experiment 1

Self-Esteem Hypotheses (H1)

Policy Space

Relative Power (H2d): Framing a country
as a threat to American power and
influence increases support for aggressive
action against it.

Reliability (H2c): An alliance
relationship with a country decreases
support for the use of force against
that country whether or not it
violates international humanitarian
norms.

Nuclear Weapons (H2b): There will be
less support for an attack on a country
that possesses nuclear weapons.

American Casualties (H2a): Higher
expected American military casualties in a
military operation decreases support
for the use of force.

Realist Hypotheses (H2)

Experiment 1: Casualties Hypotheses
The first experiment presents respondents with a scenario in which a dictator is supporting
terrorism against the United States. His attacks have led to American deaths, and he will continue
to support terrorism if nothing is done. Respondents are asked whether they would support using
force in order to kill the dictator. The collective self-esteem casualty hypothesis is tested through
varying the number of expected foreign casualties, and the folk realist casualty hypothesis is tested
by varying the number of American casualties. In the American Military Casualties treatment, the
United States is said to be expected to lose 0, 10, 100, or 1,000 soldiers in the first round of the
experiment, and 10, 100, 1,000, or 10,000 in the second round. The number of innocent foreign
civilians that will be killed is 50, 500, 5,000 or 50,000. In the second round of experiments, we also
add a treatment regarding the number of American civilian casualties expected if nothing is done.
Some respondents were not given a specific number of casualties, only being told that the dictator
would continue supporting terrorism if not stopped, as in Round 1. Other respondents were told
that if the US did not take military action either 50, 500, or 5,000 Americans would die in terrorist
attacks over the next decade. The three treatments are fully crossed. The scales are chosen because
the experiment is designed to understand what drives preferences in plausible scenarios, and to
reflect the finding that historically the American public is sensitive to the log of casualties, not their
absolute numbers (Mueller 1994). While nothing precludes individuals being concerned with both
American and foreign casualties, by manipulating the numbers killed on each side, this experiment
is able to determine which and under what conditions casualties matter to the public in a war to
defend American lives.
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Experiment 2: Physical/Symbolic Harm Hypotheses
This experiment tests the effects of symbolic harm to the nation (Symbolic Harm, H1b) and the
potential for physical harm (Nuclear Weapons, H2b) on approval of the use of force. In the vignette,
a foreign country called Lyko arrests five American diplomats and puts them on trial for subversion.
Respondents were told that “It is clear that these individuals are actually innocent, but were only
arrested so that the leader of Lyko can present the United States as an enemy to unite his country.”
The experiment consists of two fully crossed binary treatments. In the first, Lyko is described as
possessing or not possessing nuclear weapons. In the second, the Lyko government either leads a
rally where the American flag is burned and the prisoners are humiliated and made to give false
confessions or no such rally occurs. The Symbolic Harm, H1b hypothesis predicts that the burning
of the flag would have substantial effect on approval of the use of force; H2b predicts the same for
the existence of nuclear weapons. In the second round of experiments, we add a treatment regarding
whether the proposed intervention is consistent with international law, with one third of respondents
being told that the intervention is consistent with international law, another third being told the
opposite, and a final group not being informed about international law one way or the other.

Experiment 3: Alliance Hypotheses
In the third experiment, a foreign dictator is murdering his own people. In one scenario, he is
presented as a long-term ally of the United States cooperating in the war against terrorism, while
in the other, he only works with the American government out of self-interest. When the dictator is
facing an internal rebellion from the people he is oppressing, respondents are asked whether the US
should support his overthrow. Thus, this experiment tests whether an alliance relationship with a
norm violator increases (Hypocrisy, H1c) or decreases (Reliability, H2c) support for the use of force
against the regime. Unlike the other experiments, in this one the two main theories being tested are
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irreconcilable; if there is support for one, then there is direct evidence against the other.

Experiment 4: Power/Fairness Hypotheses (Non-interference)
The fourth experiment explains the dispute between China and its neighbors in the South China
Sea. Respondents are shown a map of the region indicating the extent of Chinese claims as well as
the conflicting rights of other nations to 200 nautical mile exclusive economic zones under the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea. The respondents were then asked whether they would support
sending ships through the disputed territorial waters, a policy that “would anger the Chinese, and
even create the small possibility of a war in the region.”
In the control condition, the vignette simply explains the situation. The first treatment, USUnfair, adds text framing US intervention in the affair as violating the principle of non-interference
(H1d ). Respondents are told that since China does not interfere in American relations with its
neighbors, “why should the United States take a position on the South China Sea?” Further, “By
challenging China on this issue, the United States is enforcing its will on the rest of the world. This
is unjust, as it makes the United States the judge of how other states should behave, a role that
it should not claim for itself.” The second treatment, IndirectThreat, tests whether the framing of
Chinese behavior as a threat to American power and dominance in the region influences support for
the deployment of force (Relative Power, H2d ). Respondents are told that “China appears to be
deliberately flouting the world order with which the US is identified and the aggressive statements
of Chinese leaders regularly single out the United States. Many nations in the region and around
the world are closely observing the dispute as a sign of which power will control the future of the
region and the world.” The threat to the United States here is presented in the form of a loss to
reputation and status that will lead to a loss of power, thus testing both Relative Power, H2d ) and
Status Threat, H1e. We call this treatment the IndirectThreat condition and do not expect it to have
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much of an influence.
We add another treatment to check whether respondents primarily react to framings that suggest
that the US is violating the principle of non-intereference, and therefore facing a challenge to collective
self-esteem, or to framings suggesting that the same principle has been violated by a potential
adversary. This allows us to investigate whether a general concern for fairness is at work as opposed
to the specific requirements for collective self-esteem. Here, we frame the conflict as one in which
China is behaving unfairly by pushing around its neighbors (ChinaUnfair ). Respondents were told
that it is “not fair that practically every country in the world sticks to the 200-mile rule, except
for the Chinese, who apparently believe that because they are powerful they can push around their
neighbors.” If respondents react to this treatment to the same degree that they react to USUnfair,
we would have support for the view that general concerns about fairness are driving the results in
the USUnfair treatment. By contrast, if there is support for Non-interference, H1d and ChinaUnfair
does not have a discernible effect, this provides additional support for the theory of collective selfesteem, since an argument about the US violating the principle of non-interference has an impact,
while China violating the sovereignty or rights of others does not (see Rothschild and Keefer 2017).
In the second round of the experiment, we once again present the null condition, along with
ChinaUnfair and USUnfair. We replace IndirectThreat, however, with three new treatments. Two
of these new treatments present Chinese actions as a threat to American economic strength (EconThreat) or military standing (MilThreat), making the threats more direct and less theoretical. In
MilThreat, respondents are told that by strengthening itself in the South China Sea, China would
“be in a better position to face off with the United States and its allies in case of war” and “to
launch a preemptive attack.” Unlike IndirectThreat in the first round of experiments, we conducted
the second round of experiments believing that MilThreat, and possibly to a lesser extent, EconThreat, would influence support for the use of force. This is because individuals are now directly
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threatened with attack or reduced wealth, rather than a loss of relative power that can theoretically
make it more difficult to achieve American goals. In the second round of experiments we also add
a StatusThreat treatment, which says that the actions of China are a “threat to American status,”
and tells respondents that “China appears to be deliberately flouting the world order with which the
US is identified, undermining US standing in the region,” which “could lead to China gaining more
respect among observers as it comes to be seen as the Superpower of East Asia and potentially the
world.” Finally, the second round of the experiment includes the addition of three international law
treatments that follow the manner described in Experiment 2 above.

Results
Across all experiments, we find strong support for all of the collective self-esteem hypotheses,
while folk realism generally fails in its predictions. Before analyzing the results of the treatments, we
begin by introducing the mediators associated with each of the experiments and examining which of
those are associated with support for the use of force. This analysis employs data from the second
replication round of experiments because only that round included a consistent set of mediators
across the experiments. We did not ask respondents to answer a question on every mediator in
every experiment, as we did not want to tire them. Rather, we included those that the treatments
of each experiment were most likely to have influenced and that are most important to theories of
folk realism and collective self-esteem. Table 2 shows the results of four regressions with support for
the use of force as the dependent variable and all the mediators that were tested in that experiment
as the independent variables. The table also provides a summary of the wording of each mediator
question.
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Mediator

Wording

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Experiment 4

Pride/Shame

“more pride
or shame as
an American”

0.35***
(0.03)

0.37***
(0.03)

0.40***
(0.03)

0.66***
(0.02)

Morality

“morally
justified”

0.41***
(0.03)

0.33***
(0.03)

0.29***
(0.03)

0.26***
(0.03)

Moral Standing

“increase
American
moral
standing in
the eyes of the
world”

0
(0.03)

–0.05+
(0.03)

0.01
(0.03)

–0.01
(0.03)

Safety

“increase
American
safety in the
long run”

0.18***
(0.03)

0.15***
(0.03)

0.07**
(0.03)

0.15***
(0.02)

International
Norms

“comply with
int. norms”

0.03
(0.03)

0.05
(0.03)

–0.01
(0.03)

International Law

“comply with
int. law”

0.04
(0.03)

0.08*
(0.03)

Respect

“more respect
as a great
power”

0.02
(0.03)

0
(0.03)

Wealthier

make
“wealthier in
the long run”

Relative Strength

put “US in a
stronger
position
relative to
other
countries in
the long run”

–0.07**

0
(0.03)

0.09**
(0.03)

0.12***
(0.03)

–0.01
(0.03)

Constant

3.20***
(0.10)

2.80***
(0.09)

3.34***
(0.10)

–0.43***
(0.09)

Adjusted R2
Observations

0.64
1,422

0.67
1,564

0.57
1,445

0.71
1,562

OLS regressions showing effects of mediators on support for the proposed uses of force. The absence of a coefficient indicates that
respondents were not asked that question for a particular experiment. Note: + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p <.001.

Table 2. Predictors of Support for Force in each Experiment

Because all variables are measured on the same scale, the coefficients are directly comparable. By
far, the two strongest predictors of support for the use of force across all models are Pride/Shame and
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Morality, the two variables most closely associated with collective self-esteem through moral behavior.
Variables focused on what others think, Moral Standing and Respect, are less important. Folk realism
would predict that Safety, Wealth, and Relative Strength would have a large influence, yet only the
first of these is significant across all four models, and generally has an effect that is only a fraction
of those of the variables related to collective self-esteem and moral behavior. Furthermore, there is
an intimate connection between moral behavior and collective self-esteem, as across experiments the
best predictor of Pride/Shame is Morality, and the two mediators correlate very strongly with one
another in each experiment (r > 0.65).2
Next, for each experiment we present the results of the treatments on support for the use of
force, along with mediation analyses to investigate the causal pathways. To analyze the effects of
expectations of foreign and American casualties on support for the use of force in Experiment 1, we
employ ordered probit and least squares regression models. Table 3 shows the results.

2

This does not pose a problem for the regressions in Table 2 as the Variance Inflation Factor for each independent
variable in each model is well under 10, which is taken as a threshold indicating potential problems regarding multiple
collinearity (Menard 1995:66).
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Model

1

2

3

4

5

6

Round

1
OLS

1
Ord Prob

2
OLS

2
Ord Prob

2
OLS

2
Ord Prob

Foreign
Casualties

–0.06***
(0.02)

–0.07***
(0.02)

–0.15**
(0.05)

–0.08**
(0.05)

–0.18*
(0.07)

–0.10*

American
Military
Casualties

–0.01
(0.01)

–0.01
(0.02)

–0.08
(0.05)

–0.05+
(0.03)

–0.21**
(0.07)

–0.11**
(0.04)

0.37***
(0.10)

0.20

American
Civilian
Casualties
2.86***
Constant
4.83***
2,705
2,705
Observations
969
Note: + p < .10, * p <.05, **p <. 01, *** p < .001

969

4.32***
497

(0.04)

497

Table 3. Experiment 1: American and Foreign Casualties.

Going from the minimum number of foreign casualties in the treatment condition (50) to the
maximum number (50,000) decreases support for war by about 10% in both rounds of experiments.
American Military Casualties (AmMilCas) have a negligible or non-detectable effect in both rounds
when respondents are told only that a dictator “is supporting terrorists who have attacked the
United States, and plans to continue doing so.”3 In Round 2, we also included treatments referencing
specific numbers of American civilian casualties. The data are consistent with decreasing support for
intervention as American military casualties increase across the treatment conditions in which specific
numbers of American civilians die. This can be seen in Models 5 and 6 in Table 3, which are estimated
on this subset of the data. Thus, the collective self-esteem hypothesis (Foreign Casualties, H1a) is
supported under all circumstances and the folk realist hypothesis (American Military Casualties,
H2a) appears to be supported when the stakes include a high enough expectation of American
3

The results are not driven by differences in scales between American and foreign casualties, as we find that the
effects are relatively consistent across different scales (see the Online Appendix).
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civilian deaths.
For each experiment, we conduct mediation analyses on the mediators listed in Table 2 (Preacher
and Hayes 2008; Imai et al. 2011). We provide additional analyses and a precise description of
procedures in the online appendix. In the first experiment, consistent with the collective self-esteem
expectation, Foreign Casualties (ForCas) is highly predictive of the Pride/Shame and Morality mediators and these mediators are highly predictive of support for force, controlling for all mediators
and treatments. Thus, a full 83% of the effect of ForCas is mediated through Pride/Shame (38%)
and Morality (45%). Although ForCas predicts Safety, meaning that some respondents may have
worried about a “blowback effect” when thinking about foreign casualties, those respondents did not
become substantially more likely to support war. In conditions where there are specific numbers of
American civilian casualties, the strongest mediator of the effect of AmMilCas is Morality, and even
American Civilian Casualties is mediated largely through Pride/Shame and Morality.
Figure 1 shows the effects of the treatments in Experiments 2-4 in both rounds of survey. Consistent with Symbolic Harm, H1b, FlagBurning increases dichotomous support for war by 4% in Round
1 (p < .05) and 6% in Round 2 (p < .01), being mediated mainly through Pride/Shame (62% of
total effect), Safety (19%), and Relative Strength (11%). Thus, while some respondents may have
seen the burning of the American flag as an escalation, it appears that collective self-esteem was
more important in encouraging the use of force.
The Nuclear Weapons, H2b folk realist hypothesis, by contrast, receives no support: nuclear
weapons possession by the adversary is not associated with decreased support for force. One may
wonder whether the lack of effect of Nuclear might be because respondents discounted the possibility
of nuclear weapons use.4 We therefore asked individuals in Round 2 whether they thought that “Lyko
would likely use all weapons in its arsenal to respond to an American attack.” Only about 13% of
4

We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for alerting us to this possibility.
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those who received the Nuclear treatment disagreed somewhat or strongly with that statement,
meaning that the vast majority of respondents thought there was at least some probability that
nuclear weapons would be used. Furthermore, those who received the Nuclear treatment and agreed
most strongly with that statement were actually more in favor of war than those who disagreed.
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Support for war across the two experiment rounds by prompt. Statistical significance is
determined by reference to null treatment. + p < .10, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

Figure 1. Support for Force (Experiments 2-4).

Consistent with the Hypocrisy, H1 hypothesis, in Experiment 3 the instrumental value of solidarity with allies is outweighed by the collective self-esteem need for social distance from norm
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violators (p < .05 in Round 1 and p < .10 in round 2). While in this case the effect size is small, as
Figure 1 illustrates, Reliability, H2c can be ruled out, and the finding is consistent with the rest of
the results presented here showing that factors related to collective self-esteem usually outweigh folk
realist concerns. Unfortunately, we were unable to conduct mediation analysis here as Ally did not
have a statistically significant impact on any of the mediators, although Pride/Shame and Morality
are in the expected direction. Thus, while we are confident after two rounds of experiments that
being an ally with a norm violator increases, rather than decreases, support for the use of force, we
cannot say anything with certainty as regards to why.
We find strong support for Non-Interference, H1d in Experiment 4. Framing the intervention as
violating non-interference (USUnfair ) is associated with a 6% decrease in dichotomous support for
force in the first experiment round and a 13% decrease in the second (p < .01 in both). Mediation
analysis again confirms that respondents made a moral rather than an instrumental judgment; the
effect is mediated almost completely through Pride/Shame (66%) and Morality (24%), with the
security related mediators having no effect.5 There is little evidence of an effect of ChinaUnfair,
supporting the idea that challenges to collective self-esteem, as opposed to more general moral
concerns, have special influence on popular opinion.
Framing a country as a threat to American power and influence only has a clear influence in
the MilThreat condition, which increased support for the use of force by 10% (p < .01). This effect
is mediated mostly by Morality (56%), with smaller effects of Safety (34%), and Relative Strength
(9%). Thus, people respond to threat when it relates directly to a possible attack; they are less
moved by worries over power-based status (Status Threat, H1e) or theoretical threats that are based
on reputational concerns or a loss of relative power (Relative Power, H2d ).
5

The online appendix contains a separate mediation analysis from the first experiment round that also strongly
supports these findings. It also contains analysis of individual level correlates of support for using force that provide
further support: in both experiment rounds, the more respondents value fairness, the more likely they are to support
using force in the null condition, but the USUnfair treatment reverses this effect.
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Finally, Figure 2 shows the effects of the prompts on the mediators in Experiment 4, Round
2. Color indicates that a result reached significance (p < .05). Contrary to folk realist predictions,
people do not see military and economic power as interchangeable. Hearing about an economic threat
from Chinese expansion did not make people feel less safe, and being told of a military threat did
not make people think that aggressive action would help make the United States wealthier. Nor is
there any evidence that EconThreat had any influence on whether Americans would maintain relative
strength in the long run. Interestingly, USUnfair and ChinaUnfair, but not MilThreat or EconThreat,
predicted how individuals felt about American moral standing and whether the intervention would
bring the United States more respect as a great power. The results here indicate that Americans
believe that esteem in the eyes of others is more dependent on moral behavior than on marginal
changes in strength or power, and they nonetheless care more about their own feelings of pride and
moral propriety than they do about what others think.
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This figure shows the effects of each of the treatments in Round 2, Experiment
4 on each of the mediators. Each row represents the results of an OLS
regression with the mediator as the dependent variable, and as the
independent variables, each of the treatments, including the two international
law treatments. Colors represent the coefficient associated with the prompt in
the model predicting the relevant mediator variable. The effects noted are all
positive except for all of those influenced by USUnfair. Spaces without coloring
indicate that the relevant coefficient did not reach statistical significance at the
p < .05 threshold.
Figure 2. Experiment 4: Effects of Treatments on Mediators.
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Discussion and Conclusion
Across two rounds of experiments, we find strong evidence that morality is the fundamental
driver of American foreign policy preferences. Predictions derived from the folk realist literature
generally failed and we find little evidence of reputational effects or the need for status through the
exercise of power. One of the most surprising findings is that American military casualties have
a very weak effect on support for force in cases where there are no American civilian casualties
specified.6 When faced with a more certain prospect of American civilian deaths, in contrast, people
began to develop preferences that are partly consistent with self-interested cost-benefit calculations,
likely because they were subjected to a fear condition. While some empirical work suggests a direct
link between American military casualties and support for war (Gelpi, Feaver, and Reifler 2009;
Eichenberg 2005), other evidence suggests that this link only exists when elites are divided and
there are public doubts about potential outcomes (Larson 1996:28–30; Gartner and Segura 1998).
Kertzer (2016) finds that being told about higher expected casualties before a conflict begins does
not decrease resolve, implying that what really matters is casualties relative to expectations. This is
consistent with Gartner (2008), who conducted a series of panel experiments in which only casualty
trends, but not total casualties, were strongly associated with decreasing support for continuing a
war. Our findings that American military casualties clearly matter only when people are told about
certain American civilian casualties contributes to the research on this subject. What is emerging
is a picture in which it is too simplistic to say that American military casualties decrease support
for war; rather, future research should continue to work towards explaining the effects of American
military casualties under diverse scope conditions through theories that are consistent with what we
know from cognitive psychology, experiments, and public opinion research.
6

In addition to the two experiments presented, this particular finding was also confirmed in two replication experiments conducted in September 2016 (n=214) and April 2018 (n=1,087) on convenience samples of members of the
community of two American universities.
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While the government in Experiment 2 violated international norms by holding diplomats hostage,
the added insult of burning the American flag increased support for war. Experiment 3 was designed
to test a folk realist theory directly against a hypothesis derived from the belief that individuals seek
collective self-esteem in the international arena. When the dictator in question was a long-standing
ally of the United States, Americans were more likely to want to overthrow him. One may call this
the “Gadaffi effect,” naming it after the leader who survived nearly a half century as an enemy of the
US but lasted less than 10 years as an ally. The causes of this effect remain somewhat speculative,
however, as we were not able to find strong mediators, likely due to the small effect sizes. Finally,
in Experiment 4 people responded to an appeal to principles and a direct military challenge but not
to conditions where it was argued that Americans needed to stand up to China in order to maintain
relative power or power-based status.
Clearly, Americans respond to direct attacks on their nation, as we see in situations such as the
aftermaths of Pearl Harbor and the September 11 attacks (Baum 2002; Chapman and Reiter 2004).
Yet this alone does not tell us much about folk realism unless it is defined so narrowly as to be
almost meaningless. To make an analogy, the observation that individuals punch back when they
are hit does provide much evidence that they are only interested in their own wealth and security,
much less that they are indifferent to considerations of morality when seeking those goals. For folk
realist theories of public opinion to have explanatory power and go beyond the mundane, they must
show directly that most individuals do not care about their country behaving morally and that they
make it a priority to maintain relative economic and military power in the medium- to long-term.
Our results largely contradict this outlook, as collective self-esteem and morality universally
predict support for the use of force across the various experiments. The only other mediator that
has a consistent effect on the use of force is Safety, although it is a distant third. The mediator
Relative Strength was meant as a direct test of folk realist theories regarding medium- to long-term
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planning on the part of the general public, and its influence in all four experiments is either very
small or non-existent. Furthermore, the belief that a military action would increase American wealth
actually had a negative impact on the desire to use force in Experiment 4.
These results have implications for other debates within the public opinion literature. For example, scholars have taken two approaches to audience costs, placing more emphasis either on the
idea that citizens care about national honor or the theory that they want to avoid reputational
damage due to a logic of consequences (Fearon 1994; Kertzer and Brutger 2016; Dafoe, Renshon,
and Huth 2014). Our results imply that the former interpretation is more likely to be correct. This
is supported by Kertzer’s (2016, 2017) finding that over time support for war decreases when people
are told about the reputation effects of pulling out of a conflict. In his experiments, clear results
regarding reputation effects were found only when an ally was publicly shaming the United States
for its refusal to defend it. This implies that reputation may not influence public opinion through a
desire to make credible commitments in the future, but rather that the citizens of a country can find
it morally unacceptable to betray an ally without a moral reason (see also Tomz and Weeks 2013).
Because many factors could potentially influence public opinion or drive observed treatment effects,
we recommend more studies specifically designed to investigate what happens when folk realism and
morality-based approaches are tested against one another.
The findings also relate to questions about the influence of international law and norms generally.
In the second round of the experiments, we included treatments describing uses of force as legal or
illegal under international law. The results confirm the findings of past studies that these framings
influence support for force (Tomz 2008; Chilton and Tingley 2013; Wallace 2013). These effects, too,
are mediated largely through Pride/Shame and Morality rather than the instrumental mediators or
those related to international law per se. Thus, further research may confirm that collective selfesteem motivations are applicable to an even broader area of international social life than we have
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focused on.
This paper makes claims about the American public, and the results here likely provide insights
into the foreign policy preferences of people in countries that are culturally similar. While cultures
differ in their moralities, it is likely universally true that ideas about appropriate behavior in the
realm of foreign policy involve to a large extent the externalizing of moral principles that a society
holds (Rathbun 2011). Over the centuries, a movement towards egalitarianism between states in
the foreign policies of Western nations appears to coincide with domestic developments that are
analogous in nature (Pinker 2011). International law and norms, in contrast, more often seem
to derive from processes of interstate social interaction. Like morality, they are historically and
culturally contingent, yet it is difficult to imagine a world without some sort of normative regulation
regarding how various collectives interact with one another. In this way, morality and norms are
both universal and context-specific; they differ in that each depends on different, though interrelated,
historical processes.
While our findings may be in tension with interpretations of data by some scholars, they are consistent with the views of some of the most prominent realists of the postwar era. Decades ago, Kennan
(1994:208) lamented the “indulgence of the desire to appear virtuous in our own eyes” that made
US policy inflexible and unable “to act usefully in more significant areas of international life.” More
recently, Mearsheimer (2001: ch. 1), argued that “Americans appear to have an especially intense
antipathy toward balance-of-power thinking,” because realism “clashes with their basic values.”
Constructivists, in contrast, have usually focused on collective self-esteem and moral considerations from the perspective of those that wield ultimate decision-making power. Until now, however,
this body of research has yet to fully test the possibility that the mechanisms that constructivists
believe operate at the elite level also predominate at the level of public opinion (Fanis 2011). If public opinion affects foreign policy in the United States and other democracies (Risse-Kappen 1991),
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then there is a direct link between the determinants of support for aggressive action and actual
state behavior. Hopefully, the experiments presented here can inspire a research agenda that helps
ground constructivist theories of international behavior in the beliefs, motivations, and intuitions of
the general public.
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